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1. The task: part-of-speech tagging. We assume that every word in every sentence has a
unique part of speech. Given a sentence represented as a tokenized word sequence,
we must guess the corresponding part of speech sequence.

Example:

We must guess→ DT NN IN CD NN NNS VBZ VBN VBG RB IN JJ NNS
We’re given→ The use of 900 toll numbers has been expanding rapidly in recent years .

2. NLTK part-of-speech tagging resources. The nltk package has good resources
for getting you started with part-of-speech tagging. It has a number of parsed corpora
that you can easily manipulate to get a sense of the kind of ambiguity we face in
tagging. For example, you can get word-specific tag counts from the tagged Brown
corpus:

>>> import nltk

>>> wsj_tagged = nltk.corpus.treebank.tagged_words()

>>> word_tags = nltk.ConditionalFreqDist(wsj_tagged)

>>> word_tags[’run’] # four-way ambiguity!

FreqDist({’VB’: 8, ’VBN’: 6, ’NN’: 2, ’VBP’: 2})

Let’s see how much tag ambiguity there is in our example sentence:

>>> s = nltk.word_tokenize(

... "The use of 900 toll numbers has been expanding rapidly in recent years.")

>>> possible_tags = [ (w,list(word_tags[w].keys())) for w in s ]

>>> possible_tags[0:2]

[(’The’, [’NNP’, ’DT’]), (’use’, [’NN’, ’VB’, ’VBP’])]

This is actually an underestimate of the tag ambiguity in this sentence, too! (Why?)

The nltk package also has several built-in POS taggers. For example:

>>> s_tagged = nltk.pos_tag(s)

>>> s_tagged[0:3]

[(’The’, ’DT’), (’use’, ’NN’), (’of’, ’IN’)]
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It got this sentence exactly right!

3. State-of-the-art POS tagging software. The nltk part-of-speech taggers are per-
fectly good, but they’re slower and less accurate than the state of the art. You can
download a state-of-the-art open-source POS tagger implemented in Java at http:
//nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml. It has a GUI and can also be run
from the command line. It’s installed in

/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/stanford -tagger

We’ll add this directory to our PATH, and add the compiled Java code to our Java
CLASSPATH (you can read about this at http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/
essential/environment/paths.html outside of class if you want more information):

PATH=/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/stanford -tagger:$PATH
export CLASSPATH =/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/stanford -tagger/stanford -postagger.jar:$CLASSPATH

The tagger takes one-sentence-per-line, tokenized input, just like SRILM. A sample
input sentence is in sample-input.txt in that directory. (Use cd to change to that
directory.) If you run

stanford -tagger.sh models/english -left3words -distsim.tagger sample -input.txt

you’ll see tagged output.

Let’s try running the tagger on part of the contents of the 1994 Wall Street journal,
which you may recall live in the file

/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/data/wsj_1994_tokenized.txt

Let’s extract the first 1,000 sentences of the file with the head command (run this
from your home directory). We’ll use the > output redirection operator to send
these sentences to a file rather than to your screen:

head -10000 /home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/data/wsj_1994_tokenized.txt \
> wsj1994 .1k

Now the command

stanford -tagger.sh \
/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/stanford -tagger/models/english -left3words -distsim.tagger \
wsj1994 .1k > tagged1k.txt

will tag these sentences—and it will do so very, very quickly !

To tag the entire year’s worth of text would take too long for this class (remarkably,
it takes only 39 seconds on my computer, but my computer is newer & faster than the
instructional servers, and there’s only one person using it at a time!), so I’ve done this
in advance and put the output in

/home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/data/wsj_1994_tagged.txt

4. Using POS-tagged output. There are many uses for POS-tagged output; we’ll
just play around with a few, using the synergy of POS-tagged output with regular
expressions. To do this, we’ll use the egrep tool. Its basic usage is
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egrep [OPTIONS] PATTERN FILE

By default egrep prints every line of FILE in which it finds a match to PATTERN.
Generally it’s safest to put the pattern in single quotes. A useful option is -o, which
tells egrep to print only the part of each line that the regex actually matched. A
second useful option is -c, which prints only the number of lines of FILE in which a
match exists.

Usually you don’t want the results of egrep to just print to screen, so there are two
useful alternatives. One is to redirect the output to a file, like you did earlier with
the head and tagger commands. Another is to pipe the output of egrep to become
the input of another program. A useful program for this purpose is less, which is a
paging program that allows you to display output a screenful at a time and search it.
As an example, the command

egrep 'talk_NN ' wsj_1994_tagged.txt | less

This will take you into a display of the matched lines; you can move forward a screen
at a time with f, backward a screen at a time with b, and quit with q.

So, without further ado, try the following:

• Let’s study English adjective ordering preferences! There are many well-studied
preferences of which adjective classes precede which other adjective classes—e.g.,
big red barn seems preferable to red big barn—but there hasn’t been much cor-
pus work on it. Write a regular expression to extract all sequences of multiple
adjectives modifying a noun.

• How idiosyncratic are multiple adjective sequences? Consider the following three
near-synonymous adjectives: huge, hefty, and massive. Are they all equally likely
to be followed by an adjective? Are they all equally likely to be preceded by an
adjective? Use

• Write a regular expression to extract all the linguistic expressions for monetary
figures from the tagged 1994 WSJ. One can imagine doing this for different years
of the WSJ and seeing whether the distribution of monetary figure sizes increases
at the rate of inflation.

• In English, words are promiscuous in their nounhood and verbhood. For example,
shout is most “basically” a verb but gets used as a noun, whereas pocket is most
“basically” a noun but gets used as a verb. For each of these words, which is more
frequent: its uses as a noun, or its uses as a verb? (Be sure to consider all the
inflected forms of each word in each part of speech!) How do these frequencies
relate to what seems to be their more “basic” part of speech? Think of some
other words that can be used as both nouns and verbs, and check their relative
frequencies. Do you find any surprises?

As a side note, it is interesting to compare relative frequencies of use with the
earliest attested uses of words. The Oxford English Dictionary can be extremely
useful for this, and you can search it freely at
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http://www.oed.com/

For example, look up the entries for the verbal and nominal uses of shout and
pocket, and see which use is attested earlier for each word!

5. Shell commands and methods we’ve covered today. Today we used cd, head,
egrep, less, and output redirection with the operators > and |. You can read the
manuals for the commands (but not the operators) with the command

man COMMAND

More examples of output redirection and piping can be found at

http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Bash-Prog-Intro-HOWTO-3.html

and

http://tldp.org/HOWTO/Bash-Prog-Intro-HOWTO-4.html

Take some time outside of class to review what you’ve learned today!
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